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I. INTRODUCTION
This report is for the second Phase of a six Phase program to
develop commercially viable on-site integrated energy systems (OS/1FS)
using phosphoric acid fuel, cell (PAFC) modules to convert fuel to elee-
Lricity. Phase II Is a planned two year effort to develop appropriate
fuel cell moOitle and fuel conditioner conceptual designs. The fuel Cell
module development effort comprises three coordinated tasks:
Task 1: Design of Large Cell Stacks
Task 2: Stack Fabrication
Task 3: Stack Testing
The "Fuel Conditioner Subsystem Development" task Is the fourth techilic"'11
task of this effort. Provision for "Kinagement, Reporting and Docullien-
tation" is included as a fifth task.
The work accomplished during this reporting period Is described
at the subtask level in the following section.
OF' -
I
IT, TECHNICAL PROGRESS SMMARY
TASK 1: DESIGN OF LARGE CELL STACKS
1.1 Detailed AnalYLiCal Model
'The detailed ar.alyLical model and computer (-ode for the MK-2
design was completed this quarter. The code calculates the current donsiLy
and tomporahire distribution In the plane of an average cell 111oluding the
cooling effet,t o r process air, fuel, and cooling air flows. The code also
considers the VaSO of VrO.SS llOw o r reactants for the DIGMS modo of opt"ra-
Hon. Prelf.minar y ro qulLs for the DIGAS ease agree with th( previous, model
which ncglected heat conduction in the fuel flow direction.
1.2) Stack Design
.I---,-. -I - ­
 -^_
Stack Measurements
Measurements of the height changes of an 8() cell ,Lack  under
operating and other condition.,; were made and ato summarized In Table 1.
This stack was built for an ERG In-house projoct and itioludod 13 t'111 x
38 can cells witti Mat-i matrices and Kytiol shims.
As Indicated in Table 1 010 stack (mo.asurod from and plate to
end plate) height decreased during the acid f I I I Ing step (11 ne 2) and
decreased further during eleven normal start-tip and shut-down cyclos.
This is apparently due to a deformation of some components of the cells
which soften or creep at elevated temperatures and, as indicated by the
reduced tie bar deflection on line three, results In 11 reduction In the
compression of the cells.
In an effort to determine the stack height under simulated
operating conditions, the stack was heated to 178°C with the manifolds
removed and the tie rods exposed to room temperature (line four on Table 1).
The stack height increased %.07 cm from its room temperature height (line
three) but was still 11--096 em shorter than its initial height at room
temperature although the compression was coincidentally the same (-VJ2 cm
deflection of tie bars). When cooled to room temperature, the stack
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height was loss than its provieua.a value (line throe) indicating that
permanent setting of some material in the staao was still occurring
after twelve cycles. When the tie rod tension was adjusted tee obtain
the same pressure as Initially applied Lo the colls, the meaasurod e'tm"-
lativo permanecat !ste t was 0.4 cm (line 6) or 0.005 cm per cell.
Uvat- Treated Plates
hndea, the supporting Toohnulory Contract (DFN3-67) and in-house programs,
F,RC has developed a process for heat treating bipolar plates. The beat
treated plates have lower 4. lovtrioal resistivity and the portormanoo oil
stacks built with them appear to stabl is;e at much hither level (1 80
Meoll higher) than those with untreated plates. Based on the progress
made with this
 process, we plan to heat tread the bipolar, cooler .and
unipol.ar end plates for all stacks after 561. To this end, same* critical
vxpejriments are being carried out to define the treatment required for the
MK-2 bipolar and the MK-1 and MR-2 cooler plates.
`hack t'ontMlt':?:ftttt
Previous stacks and those being built under this program ;art,
compressed by a combination of tie bars and tie rods developed for smaller
(13 x 38 cm cell stacks) and different applicaation c.
	
several modifications
are being evaluated for use in short (23-cell) and ;simulated (5-ce*11) stacks.
The eras configuration tie learn; demonstrated under the supporting
technology program (DEN3-67) provide azr cats*r access to the :air and fuel manifolds.
However, the tie Naar length required for 31 x 43 em cells  roso l t s in it
1.8 cm defive(ion for as compression of 380 kPaa. As shown in Table 11	 .
thicker tie bars (3.2 cm compared to they
 present 2.2 cm) will have much
least; deflection (0.6 em at a compression of 380 kPaa) and a higher safety
factor (:3.2 compared to 1.6).
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TABLE 11
PRESENT AND PROPOSED CROSS TIE-BARS AT
DIFFERENT STACK COMPRESSIONS
PRESENT TIE BARS PROPOSED TIE BARS
NOMINAL (Cross section 2.2 x 3.2 cm) (Cross section 3.2 x 3.2 cm)
"TACK
COMPRESSION, DEFLECTION, SAFETY DEFLECTION, SAFETY
kPa cm FACTOR cm FACTOR
345 1.67 1.73 0.57 3.53
380 1.84- 1.57 0.63 3.21
414
 
I
2.01
I
1.44
I I
0.69 2.94
I
AISI-01 Tool Steel
Yield stress = 1.4 x 10 6 kPa at 47 Rockwell hardness
5
The tie rod/tie bar compression provides any poa ltivice means of
compensating for expansion or contraction of thee cell components. We
are evaluating the use of Bolleeville washers (which provide a e'oustant
f41roo over as range of deflections) on the'! tie rods to maintain stack com-
pression. IN Bell evi ll e washers being considered work` sent to an
iudopondee aa t t ent ing laboratory for experimental det ermination of load
deflection c'haraotorik les. The experiments wore conducted on single
um., hors and on s;er iee s, and parallel groupings of washers. This Informa-
tion and the train measurements to be made can WAY 59 and 561 (inoor-
porating strain gauges) will be used to select th e proper conf iguration
of washers to maintain the Jonirod compression.
!iiat.e riaal Characterization
Thermal distortion muasuremonts of miniature  (6.25 rm square)
staKs of "dry" fuee t ooll eompoaonte were madee tea determine their thermal
behavior. This data is needed to design a staek enclosure e to aac0eamModatc
the dimensional changes over thk operating temperature range and life
of the staack. The data of these test y; area summarized In eTeablee TIT. Some
of the data are plot tod in Figuree 1. The small diagrams next to test
numbers in the figure depict the vomposition of the test articles. Tor
example, the test articles used in t ests 6 and 7 were bipolar plates only;
whereas in tests 8, 9, 10 and 11 they wore sandwiches of bipolar pl,atees
anode, matrix and cathodo materials.
In they initial teats, a hysteresis effect was noted.; during cooling
to room temperature, the test articles contraavted mo re than they had expanded
during the hceating cycle (e.g. Test 6). SineO the .spoeimvns were exposed
to the lab environment for prolonged periods before or between tests;, the
hysteresis effect was attributed to moisture absorption. This hypothesis
appears justified., since rapid repetition of the test rt e :aults in ca reduction
or elimination of the effect. Test 7 which was a repeat of and immediately
followed Test 5 provided supporting evidence of this h ypothesis. The pleat
of Test 7 also indicates a thermal expansion and contraction behavior which
is normally observed with solids.
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Figure 1. Thermal Distortion Measurements on
Miniature Stacks
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The behavior cliangod drastically when the anode-matrix-cathode
"sandwich ► was added' . During Tests 8 and 10, the bipolar plate's
expansion was totally absorbod as the sandwich Aippaarontly "yi(,,Itivd"
or "flowed." The same bipolar plate Lest artieles were used for both
tests, but a new anode-matrix-cathode sandwich was used for Test 10 to
learn if the previously oli,,,,(-rvv(l behavior would be obst,-rved again. Tv-Vts
9 and 11 repeated tksts 8 and 10 with the used -;andwiehes. The vxpeetat It ► ll
that the	 of Te s ts 9 and 11 would have little or no hysteresis since,
the materials were already compressed, proved incorrect and lead to the
hypothesis that the yielding was time dependent. Test 16 was performed
with the temperature hold at 200'0 until all yielding had c(,aswd, The
data of Test 16 are plotted in Figure 2. At the lower right is 
a 
three
dimensional diagram of (and shown expanded in Figure 3) temperature, time,
and expansion contraction. The temperature reached 200 00 at 70 minutes and
was held at this level for 155 additional minutes, Contraction slowed
and finally stopped near the end of this period (see arrow Figure 3).
Further contraction (caused by cooling, not yielding) occurred as the
test articles cooled to room temperature, A very slight expansion
occurred at the start of the heating cycle.
Because it appeared that all the yielding had occurred during
Test 16, no hystero,,iits was anticipated for Test 17 which usod the same
components. Again this proved to be incorrect, but OW behavior was
more normal and was similar to that observed in Tests 5 and 6 (Figure 4).
No contraction was observed when the temperature was held at 200 *0 for
an extended period.
Conclusion
After several thermal cycles from ambient to operating condition
(200'C) almost all yielding of the anode-matrix-cathode sandwich has
taken place. Subsequent thermal expansion 
and 
contraction of the bipolar
plate-anode-matrix-eaLhode composite is very similar to the thermal ex-
pansion and contraction of the bipolar plates by themselves. If the
enclosure can be designed to accommodate this thermal nehavior, the
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manifold-Lo- stack tioal vroblem will be lass severe since the calcillatod
difference in thermal oxpansloa between in aluminum mar fold and a
150 cell stack is only 0.8 mm for a I g O"C, Letaperat tire rise, This number
is small because the expansion coefficients of the bipolar plates and
aluminum are closely matched.
To achievo this, the snick could he 4 ssemhl(,d withoutt the
manifolds, ChQ pressure applied and the stack sull,jeete(l to soveraal
Lhermal c.ycicxs until most of the yielding (say 1)57,) lams occurred. ;'tavla
the manifolds arc, attached, the seals would not he subjected to Lhe
stack's contraction which occurred during the initiaal. yielding.
1.3 lull Scale Module Dv jp
Stack-Manifold Sean.
The cost evaluation of various gasket/seal shapes was completed.
The most economic and functional soal is made of a solid fluoroelaastomer,
such as viton, has a 0.54 cm diameter circular cross section, is continually
CxLruded and wotand on a spool. During ,;tack assembly the materiaal, Is, cut
Lo the proper length and its ends are ,joined witt y a cement, such as
Eastman 910, in a ;joining fixture. A 30 KW stack can he sealed for $:1.56
per kilowatt using this type of gasket.
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TASK 2 #1 STACK FABRICATION
2.1 Methods and Approach
CoollnR Plate Asslembl
Various types of ­ on0ucLIv,- lit .terlals were tested for bond Ing
Lhe nooling plate halves. The best	 ,Lts were obtained with an inno-
vative method which is described In 	 patent disclosure to he submitted
to the NASA Project Manager separately.
Table 1V compares the voltage dIfforemcos of cooling plates
made with thIS III(Allod with those of plates joined by two other methods.
The measurements were made using the setup shown in Figure 5. The
voltagte lead number.,; in the. table corre.ipond to the points in the
figure consecutively from right to left,
In making the voltage measurements, .1 force corresponding
to a nominal compression of 3 40 kPa was applied and a knowti (turrent
was sent through the plate subassembly.
As shown, the voltage drops were dependent on poslHon,
indicating significant variations in Contact resistance and/or current
densities over the plate areas. However, the relative values were
reproducible and show that the innovative method results in application
contact resistances that are comparable to or better than those obtained
with backing paper. Since backing paper compromises cooling plate design,
the innovative method was used for Stacks 559 and 561.
Electrolyte Filling
During assembly of Stack 560 (a MK-2 design, 5-cell stack)
the bipolar plates were found to be incorrectly machined and the stack
was used to test acid-filling Schema 2*. After heating the stack to
`v100°C, acid was fed at a rate of 0-10 cc/hr. Over a period of five days,
114.3 cc of acid was fed to the stack and 88.7 cc came out, for a net
addition of 25.6 cc ( 1-5 cc/cell). Negligible weeping was observed during
* DOE proprietary
14
TABLE IV
VoL`CACE DROP MH.ASUR MEN 5r8 OF GOOLING PI,XrE. ASSEMBLY
i = 10 amps
XUN : POSITION OFVOLTAOL- LEADS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
No.	 1
Sanded and Voltage Drop,mV 10 12 8 7 7 8 5
cleaned faces
of cooling
I)la te halves
No.	 2 Voltage Drop,
Backing paper
m117 1 -3 4 4 4 4 3 2
cooling( betweenplate halves
No.	 3 Voltage Drop,
Innovative mV 6 1 1 3 5 4 5 7tre thod
15
Ep'
COMPRESSION PLATS
INSULATOR, ( HAYSITE)
10A
	 YrP*-.- ----
	 , , .
f
BACKING 1'ArrR WARBON)
VOLTAGE
LTIADS
r	 <	 s	 ♦ 	 s	 .
r 4 eLk"	 ^w
Alit COOLER HALF PLAT
AIR COOLER HALF PLATE
BNCXING PAPER (CARBON)
CURRENT C:01-LI "C'TOR (COPPI'M
IN4ULATOR (HAYSITE)
COMPRESSION PLATE
Figure 5 - EXPERIMENTAI, SETUP FOR RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT
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this period. Acid addition wiw discontinued when the rate of acid takoup
by the• *stack decreased r;ullHt tint ially and the stack waH disalsHemblvd. All
celmponvos were found to be In hood condition. This stack was Not .1ssomblyd"
and caoh vel'l initially had 0 cc of ,acid.
Y	
Based can those rosults and those of Stack L'**, the viability
le i` Sollemo .'1, at least with shorter stacks was ost alblished.
.:'Simulated Staac^ks
#Stack  ,560 ^(5
. ov i i MK-2
To replace the inoorrvotly machined bipolar plates, new blanks
wore sent to the vendor for machining and five machined bipolar plater;
wort' reveiv4d. The end plates are being machined and olevtroklet; and
matrices are livingbe  faalaricat ed. tlnee the oad plates are r oco lved, they
wi.11 be heat--trcat.ed along with the bipolar plates. Stack ar;r;cmbly is
anticipated at the end or October.
9.3 Short Stacks
SLac.k 5591 23-cell, rLK-Q,
.Stack 559, the M-1 short. DICAS stack, was assembled tail
SepLembor 8, 1980. 	 The stack, was wet.-assembled with 45 cc of It31O14
placed can the el.ectrochemfeaal component,,; (mat rix and electrodes) of
each cell in a dry ream. On the following day, the stack was conlprossed
to a nominal pres.:ure of 340 kPaa as measured by strain gauges can the tie
rods.
The slack was heated to ^'v,1000C and acid addition was init laced
alt a rate of ^a,10 celhr, using a dr ip method. When acid began to woep out
at: point,; near the acid fill. tubes the compression points wore moved closer
to these points and the weepout; decreased significantly. Acid addition
was discontinued and efforts to determine the flow limiting condition
were ittit aa4ed when it became clear that the stack could not: accept this
flow rate.
** Reported in the Second Quarterly Report
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Stuck 562 (23- cull MKS
During this yuartor, a decision was made to use Nat-trvued
bipolar and cooling plates in 562. Fait loation of cell PleoLrookl mical
oompclnc'nt,s is in progrvss. fillca blank plates ware= molded and are being
machined by a vendor. When the mavhinvd platen arc s received, they will
undergo hoak°t.to..tmont and the cooling plates will be assembled. final
stack ilbilivmbly should take plavo approximately three' weeks aflor the
machined plates ar y rC't't'ivA since the fabrication of the other olvetro-
Aeminal romponvas nhculld be completod by than.
S,tack (i 
_.0 23-o
Stack 63 will be a MK-1 short stack with heat-Lreatod bipolar
and bipolar/cooling plates. Fabrication of thca plates and other MI.
components is in pt'o,ress.
18
JASK 3: STACK `rF IS'T'ii '
^ . "^	 ;+liar t S t.arks
;:tack 4$25 A: `3:7 O1;_Rid-t?*
,'luck,
 r?1%1 0, had no flans for fur ther testing; of Stack 425 which
was fabricat ed as par t o f their Techno l ogy Cont rac t, we obt a i ned per-
mission to test it in the ti p` /lEg Simulation `Pest- 'mop. The tests
t'Iir"otiit):I:;sed measurt'ments of the stack moohanIcal and t'T.t'1`tYleal
characteristics ass` ci onor iNd below.
In order to separately measure? the forces  appTie'd to the ool i s-
and the manifold;: by the tie rod:/tie bar c°omprossioo system, MAN
gauges were instal led on the tie barn and manifolds and the L ie rods
were replaced with strain gauged tie rods. in replacing the tie rods
precautions were taken to retain stack compression and the st rain gauges
which were installed on the tie mars showed no cliange during this operation.
In order to measure changes in :;trick height, 8 pads were
installed on the stack compression places (4 on each plate). Using these
and a large micrometer, stack height changes could be resolved to 4 .005 cm.
With this instrumentation we determined the following mechanical
cha r acteri st ics
 
of Stack 425:
1. The force applied to the stack by the tics reds was
28700 N as received.
2. following several heating rind cooling; cycles of the
stack, the manifolds do not restrain the stack or carry any of
the force applied by the tie rods/tie liars. Apparently the
Vitron gasket yields or flows loosening the manifold bolts,
3. The loaded ,task oxpan4s verticall y .0046 em for
every IO N increase in temperature.
4. At a temperature of 107 0 C the stack height decreases
approximately 0.014 em for each 10000 N increase in applied force.
Conventional DTGAS stack.
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Mectrical Tests
The planned el potrical testing or Stack 425 was curtailed when
we found that one cell operated in reverse at stock currents of 52 mkh,m`
and were unable Lo t korrect its performanvO.
Hydrog on 8onsit iv!ty toNts revealed that this voll (the ninth
from the bottom of the stack) wars not get Ling; adequate fuel.. When we
removed the fuel manifolds we found that all of cliv bipolar plate channels
wero filled with liquid (most likely al mixture of electrolyte .1114 water).
To rehabilitate the Cell we .• 1c +.111ed 1111 of the c-hannvIs with soft cotton
string. We also eho ked all other fuel V101111VI + and all 0e11 ;fir 01M R3018
and found Tittle or no obsLruvtit ills. In, Subsequent tests the voltage Of
the cell was approximately one half of tho other cells at 60 amps. VI e,..
trical teats can this stack were termi nated :wince the alnomalou.,4 poz-form,lnce
of this cell re;:111ts in hydrogen g operation on thc} air side and a =,ub-
stalntial distortion of the current. dens ity distribution in the : welt.
One of the major objet°. t ives for the elvetrical tv l was the mi-aasurement
of cell temperature with these cooling,  plates under OSIUS Conditions.
The distorted current density distrihcations makes it Impossible to
interpret the temperature profile mea.sureulent5.
3.4 Test Stand Design and Construction
The 2kW Test Facility
Construction of the ? LV test; facility (sholnt in Figure 6)
was completed. At present the checkout dry runs are being; Conducted
kind miner adjustments are being; made. The test facility is expected to
be ready for use in th,o .latter half of October.
^ 8 k1i T,-ast Pacili tx
Placement of purchase carders for the 8 kW' test facility
continued and some equipment was delivered In the second half of
September. Thus, there will be good continuity from she 2 kW test
facility construction to the 8 kW facility construction.
i
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0
,,) following two changes from the description presented in the
Second Qu4i:tc-rly Report will be Incorporated.
1. An air to air beat exchanger will be used in place of
the air to water beat exchanger for the following reasons.
• The air to air system will be less expensive and simpler to
maintain and control since the air flow rate can he redueed
to control the recycle stream temperature at part load.
(In the water system, boiling will occur if the flow Is
reduced too far). This eliminates the need for a hyp.ins
loop around the beat exchanger which save  space and
reduces the number of to vs, valves, flanges, etc.
• Since an essentially infinite supply of cool air is
available, there is no need for a secondary heat exchanger
which would be required with a water cooled systom. This
greatly reduces the amount of plumhiiiai required and
4
eliminates the secondary heat exchanger, of course it also
eliminates the need to protect a heat exchanger and pilling
from freezing during cold weather and the need to provide
for expansion and contraction of the cooling fluid.
e The reliability of the system is improved since the
possibility of leaking water Into the recycle stream and
other leak problems are eliminated.
• The flow rate of the recycle stream through the blower
is now independent of the need to control temperature
simplifying the blower control problem.
• Energy can be conserved by using the cooling stream to
provide space heating for the building during the heating
season. of course, it will be exhausted outside of the
building during the cooling stream.
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2. An Annubar flow motor will be used to mennuro gas flow8
Instead of the turbine meters originally proposed.
The Annubar nit-ter operates on the same principle as a pitot,
tube but uses 4 pressure ports which are located (using Choby0hef calculus)
to Rive an appropriate average total, pressure. The claimed error is
less than + 14"b of the i pd1cattd Value.
The Annubar sensor ia simpler, chvar.c-r, more reliable and
causes a smaller pressure loss than the proposed turbine mater but may
require a longer straight run of pipe. However, the reduced pressure
drop reduces the required On power from 15 to 5 lip at the highoist flou,
condition.
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TASK 4*0 FUEL CONDITIONER DEVELOMMT
4,1 Fuel and Water Definitions
See Quarterly Report No. 2, Section 4,1,1 and Table VII for
fuel and water definitions used as the basis for Task 4.21 and Task 4.4.2
In this report.
4 . 2  pj)ey:, ^tk(Ra^ 1 Rcclt^l r e m o n t a 1) o f I i i 
I 
t $ o n
Now values of state po$nts wore ealculated for full load
(120 kW DC) and 1/3 load (40 kW W) operation for the f ystcm vonf" uration
shown in Figure 7 . This configuration Is continuously vvolving as the
operational requirements arc definod. 'Vito roquirvitionts addressed this
Voriod were the need to effectively use the heat In the reformer produc-t
gas, "se. reformer vonbusLlon gas, and the, warm air front the DIGAS --ooled
fuel cell staeks and incorporate the heaters and controls roquired to start
the sy-stem, and to operate Off ialotit1V aL 0.111 load. In evaluatinit kart
load operation, extended surface exchangers and packed bed design (if the
reformer and shift converter were assumed. The exchangers were assumed
to be counter flow with finned surface tubes except for condeasitig, tiorvive
or hot water sv*-vic(-^.
Analyses of full load and part load performance were made
assuming 102 (by volume) of the shift ^^onvorter outlet was recycled and
mixed with the natural gas supply to provide 11 2
 
for the hydro-desulfurizer/
zinc oxide reactors. Fortunately, the effect of this recyclrl I1 2 , 
 
CO, atid
Co. on reformer performance turned out to be small since, without recycle
H.,, the desulfurizer would require a ni—h larger charge of zinc oxide.
For the flow geometries ;+ssumed, several heat exchangers had
laminar flow on the Inside of the tubes at full load. Calculations wore
made for two heat exchangers to see what aspect ratio (height to width to
length) would be necessary to force turbulent flow on the tube side.
For the tubing and flow geometry ielected (tube O.D. - 11 mm, fin O.D.
22 mm), the length to height and length to width ratios were greater than
10:1. Such an aspect ratio may be impractical since a more reasonably
24
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proportioned bent exchanger could be kiss exponsIve, even though Its
surrace area was larger.
The 1/3 load analysis of the system took into account the change
In electrical ef icieneles of bo'', h the Not voll and the pow ^r eondit iouln}
equipment, This resul'tod tat t sltr,11t Improvement in overall effteloncy,
So that the part load 112 flaw was lass than 1.13 of the full Icaaad 11 2 flow.
Reformer outlet temperature would normal ly have Incroasod with deervasod.
throughput; Clue, to improved beat exchango effeetivonoss. Such a ohango
would have allowed a better methalno to 11 2
 conversion, taut. would have
doerea.,ed the npent^ fuel heating value and ciaaantlty beyond the pofait where
t,elf^a;Iastaai.aainl'; reformer operation was pos ►elble. To provent this, the
maximum temperature of the reformed gas was kept nearly constant. to assure;
uniform reformer outlet compositton regardless or flow rate, The method
choscla to achieves t1114, was t.o monitor they catalyst , bed outlets temperatt ire
and regulato the combustion ,air flow rate, to oontrol the combustion
tompernture which, in turn, maintains the dvsIrti l v ataalyst temperature.
Similarly, other tempor,at tire ,s in the systom must be maintained close to
the temperature specified for full, load to assure effective system
operation. Examples of such paints are: condensate and foodwate-r boater
outlets, natural
 g as and superheaatOd ;team entering; the reformer, and
spent fuel, entering; the reformer burner. These temperarti es are regulaLod
by thermostatically controllf., d valves or dampers which bypass hot s do
flow around the beat exchanger.
For component, without bypass control, an approximate relatl.on-
ship for the change in beat transfer coefficients as a function of mass
flow on each side of the surface was derived from dataa in "Compact 1leaat;
Exchangers," by Kays and London; Based on calculated changes In heat
transfer coefficient and using; NTU-beat exchanger effectiveness relation-
ships, the outlet conditions from these components were determined at
part lead. 'fables V and VT show full. and part load performance for the
components in Figure 7.
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Ka.
The spent air leaving thO fuel cells contains trace amounts of
phosphoric acid vapor. If the amount of MO in this ,air is assumou to
be approximately 2 ppm by weight of P 2 A (H3PO4 dissociates in the vapor
phase according to the equation 2H3 i'04 1 P 205 + 3H20), there will be about
400 ppm of acid In the water condensed out of the spent, :air shroom. Nob
contamination would require as fresh toga exchange resin bed to be installed
In the water treating sysLeM at least once every week. If, as is indtrated
in t1'l'M Won Eannual report for their fi0 kW program, it is possible to
remove 90% or more of the P 205 in the spent ,air by partial condensation,
then the ion exchange bed life could be extended to over two months.
During September, process calculations IndicaLod that it would Indeed be
possible to remove 902 or more of the vapor phase P 20 5 by condensing a
small part of the water content of We spent air, Vapor/liquid equilibria
for they
 H3 PO4/H 2O/P 205 system verify the possibility of such removal
in principle. The partial condenser requires very effective contact
between the spent air and the acid condensate to achieve a close approach
to equilibrium acid concentration. Its configuration to achieve good
vapor/liquid contact, its materials of construction to permit effective
heat transfer without corrosion, and how to control it to achieve suf-
ficient P 2 0 5 removal from the gas with a maximum acid concentration,
should be the subject of facture experimental work. Such work could be
performed in the next: phase of 0S/IlKS development, with test work can We
prototype system using the present design proceeding in parallel with
test work on an improved design for the water recovery condenser that
would incorporate an initial "acid trap" partiaal condenser and condensate
disposal/reuse scheme.
4.3 Steam Reforming; Catalyst D^zta T3as±
The methane steam reforming experiments for facia: differont
reforming catalysts (Catalyst 100, UC 0-91, UG C--11-9-02 and Kaatal.co 23-1)
in crushed (0.5 mm) and pel.leted form were completed. The results of
these experiments are shown in Figures S through 12 and a comparison of
they
 four catalysts is presented in Table VTI and summarized as follows:
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UC-C-11-9-02/16-20 MESH
0,5 g
Total Flow Rate = 375 A/hr
Dilution Ratio = 25 : I
I Inlet Mole Froctlon	
DATE
CH4 I H 2 0 1 He I H;t	 TESI	 of T
0 930 0.1 0.2 0.68 0.02 7/16/80
• 930 0,1 0,4 0.46 0,02 7/17/80
4, 1860 0.2 0,4 0.38 0.02 8/4/80
A 1660 0.2 0, 6 0 , 18 0 - 02 8/5/80
0 2790 0.3 0.6 0.08 01 /ja 8/6/80
Ea=6.5 Kcal/gmole
0
Eo--21.0 Kcol/gmole
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Dilution Ratio = 5: 1
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CFA} N2,C	 lie H2
DATE
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M1. (% i talyst 100 has considerably higher activity (150 I, Smol/
g-atm-see at 5001°C) In both crushed and pellioted partieles
than the other three catalysts (10 to 60 jjpmol/g,-aLm-sec at
Soo-c').
2. (;ataly$t 1()0 is the only one of the four catalysts which
has been reduced by the mollufacturor. Thus the hydro-
carbon feed Call be admitted after a short rt-ducLion, period.
The other three catalysts were given a longer reduction period
(as high as \,16 hours) sInec- they are in oxidized form..
3. Therv, is no significant difft-rctice 
in the catalyst
activity of the crushed and polloted catalysts for
Catalyst 100. This fact suggests 
that 
the catalyst is
uniforml y distributed in at pellet 
and the diffusion
resistance into the catalyst pores is negligible. For
the other three ca.talysta t tile polleted catalysts have
higher activity than the crushed catalysts, This
SU99CSLS that the Catalyst is not uniformly distr4buted
ill the. POII(ItS.
4. The IT G-91 and VC, C-11-9-02 catalysts had 41 small
negative temperature gradient (i.e., the reactor bed
temperature was higher than the reactor wall temperature).
Although this is contrary to expectation it is not
unusual in this kind of test and does not affect the results.
0
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5. As shown by the data in Figures 8 and 9, the activity of
VC C-11-9-02 (ospoc011y for the crushed catalysts)
deervaHed with time, i.e., tile catalyst was deactivat-ed
and aged signiffeantly.
6. Kitaleo 23-1 catalyst has the lowVSt aetivitY of the
four eaLalysts tested, The crushed particle aotivlty was
too low to lie moasured oven with twice the usual reactor
charge. The pelleted catalyst has an .activity of
10 jigmol/g-atm-see at 500 00 compared to 60
and 30 ugniol/g-atm-soc for IT, (1-91 and tTC (1-11-9-02
catalysts respvo Lively.
o Kinetic Data Base
The test results obtained with the four commerelkil, Vatalyst;s
lead to tile following conclusions:
1.	 At temperatures below 600°C, the reaction can be assumed
to be a simple first-order reaction with rcSpoeL to methane:
R	 K Pell 4
1,niere,
k - k 0 - exp (-E/RT)
For Ca4alyst 100,
H = 17.0 kcal/gmol
ko= 1.30 x 10 7 p8mol. CH 
4 
/g-atm-sea
I
2. At temperatures between 550 and 600°C, a mass diffusion
(mainly external) begins to control the reaction.
3. In the absence of the catalysts, the decomposition
of methane and the reaction of methane with steam was
negligible with the aluminum oxide support only.
37
Via. At temperatures higher than 600% the Combination
effect of internal and external mass diffusion may
alter the rata of reaction and possibly the rate
expression. The data collected below 600 * C are
adequate for initial modeling of LhV subsea] o reactor,
38
4.4 Ancillary Subsystem Data Base
4.4.1 Burner Devel 2ment
As explained in Section ITI, operation of the burner test rig,
expected for Late August, has been delayed.
Commissioning work on the fuel and purge gas supply system was
completed. This system, shown in rig. 13, incorporates the appropriate
check valvi.s and safety solenoid to provide for system shutdown on flame
failure and to prevent inadvertent mixing of fuel gas and purge gas. The
completely wired and electrically energized reformer burner control panel
is shown in Fig. 14, and the flexible high temperature (400 to 590°C)
fuel gas and air supply connections to the burner are shown in rig. la.
This 60 kW ('1/2 of the burner length required for a 120 kW DC system)
capacity burner element is fell scale width and depth, and will be sub-
jected to a series of 20 minute flame stability tests as summarized In
Table VIII of Quarterly Report No. 3. The operating procedure and shut-
down procedures to be followed for each 20 minute hest are given in
Tables VIII and IX Testing will begin by mid-October on the reformer
burner.
4.4.2 Water -Conditioner Developmente
Studies compare,,,g costs for suitable quality boiler feed water
from spent air derived cond, ,>, .isate and from tap water were completed
during this quarter.
	 processing of condensate recovered from spelt
air and fresh fuel will be more economical than 'ap water processing in
the .,ajority of cities. Further, if phosphoric acid partial condensation
can be done effectively, and if suitable disposal or re-use of the acid so
removed can be arranged (see Section 4.2 of this report), recovered conden-
sate will be more economical to process in all but a very few urban areas.
The water cost comparison studies included:
1. An overall examination of the public water supplies of the
100 largest cities in the United States for ionic composition and ranges
of constituents (based on 1962 data).
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TABLE, VIII
Reformer Burner 01)oratlnB l'r v,^lurt^
Gas Bottles
• Nitrogen
• Methane
ca• Fuel Gas
Gila Isolation Valvos
• Nitrogen
• Methane
• Fuel Gas
Control Panel Power
Combustion Air
If combustion air blower fs tip be to;od
• House Air Shritoff Valve
• Blower ShitLof f Valve=
• Blower Breaker
• Air Flowraite
If house ;sir system Is to be used
• Blower Shutoff Valve
• House Air Shutoff Valve
• Air Flowrate
Fuel. System
• Nitrogen bottle
• Nitroge n pressure rcgulaLor
• Nitrogen flow rate
Cooling Water
• Control Valve
• Flowrate
Air Preheat; System
• Air Heater Breaker
• SCR Temperature
• Over Temperature Switch.
Fuel Preheat System
• Fuel. Heater Breaker
• SCR Temperature Controller
• Over Temperature Switch
Preheat Systems Ton (10) Minutes
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
CAN
ON
OFF
ON
25%
ON
5 0 P;;iti;
25",
ON
5 GPM
ON
8000
900CI
ON
8000
900°F
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TABLE 'v I ll (Gont"d)
Ignition System
• Transformer Switeh	 ON
• Verify spark	 --
Burner Ignition
• Natural has Isolation, valve	 OPEN
• Natural gas supply valve	 OPEN
• Natural gas regulator 	 20 PS;IG
• Safety Solenoid 13ypass SwiLch	 ON
• Nitrogen Isolation valve	 OFF
Verify ` gnition
if positive
• Safety solenoid	 ON
• Safety solenoid bypass switch 	 OFF
• NiLrogen Mottle 	 OFF
If negative
• Nitrogen iSoIation valve 	 OPEN
• Gas supply valve	 OFF
• Purge
• Repeat steps "fU01 system" through
"burner ignition"
Reformer Gas System
• Mixed gas isolation valve	 OPEN
• Mixed gas bottle	 OPEN
• Mixed gas pressure regulator	 50 PSTG
• Natural gas isolation valve	 C;1,OST?D
• Natural gas bottle	 OFF
Transformer Switch	 OFF
44
TABLE 1'X
Reformer Burner Shutdown Procedure
• Nitrogen pressure regulator 50 1'SIO,
• Nitrogen T801atMI valve OPEN
• Fuel pressure regulator 0 PSTG
• Fuel boLL t s
• Safety Soleno id Switeh OF
• Air Preheat Temperature 70OF
• Air Heater Breaker OFF
• Air Preheat 'temperature 70°F
• Fuel. Heater Breaker
Purge System for ten minutos or until, 1)cater di,.c?harge
temperatures are at :100°F.
• Coaling Water Control Valve oFF
• Nitrogen pressure regulator PSIG
• Nitrogen bottle oFF
• Nitrogen Isolation 'Valve OF F
• Air Supply ol"F
I mer^;c!ncy Shutdown Procedure
• En)ergeaey Fuel. Switch	 OFF
• Air Heater Breaker	 OFF
• Fuel Heater Breaker	 OFF
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?. An In-depth examination of 18 of the 100 largest cities
for composition and specific ionic. make-up of finished municipal. waters.
3. Costs for prooessing water.
These are described below.
Overall Examination of Water Su pp lies From 1,00 har,est. U.S, Utie;;
They finished water supplies of the 100 largest c itios In tho Vulted
States (1902) were reviewed, as as 1;roup, and summaries t.aki-n from the l item--
t.uro were pre.rcnted in the 'Monthly Technical Progress Narrative, No. 8. lueluded
were: c;onstitueots, properties, quality and analyso.s. They dissolved ,iolids
cement of the feed water establishes tonic, concentrations, which in
turn establish Ion exchaange re run requirements, Since the Ion exelaaange
operation is by far the most expansive operation in upgrading water to
boiler feed water quality, they dissolved solids cont-ont is most signifi-
cant in determining water processing oasts. The median dissolved solids
content of the tarp water of the 1.00 largest U.S. cities was 1.86 ppm.
A :summation of the individual ionic median values, converted to a C'-WO
basis, Save totals of 85 ppm, as CaCO3 , for the anions and 118 ppm, as
CaCO3 , for the cations. This compared to as recovered condensata anion
content of 1.07 ppm VO4 3 , ..s CaCO3
 from spent air with 0.5 ppm P205 content.
Thus, recovered condensate has an anion content, which is about: eacluaal to
they
 median anion  content of the 100 largest cities. This was examined
further as part; of the indepth study of 18 of the 100 ci.tfos.
In-Depth Examination of plater Supplies From 18 Representative U.S.
Cities
An in-depth examination was made of the public water supplies
(if 18 of the 100 largest cities. These were selected to be representative
of the tap water range over the entire country. Tour ranges -f dissolved
solids were used, which were consistent with those used in the literature.
Only a few water fupplies have less than 100 ppm or greater than 500 ppm
total dissolved solids. This then defined two of the ranges. The
remaining two are divided between 100 and 500 ppm, Representative cities
which were selected for different ranges of total dissolved solids are
I
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shown in Table X. Many of these cities obtain and process water from
several sources, The source providing the greatest percent of finished
Water was u-%,d in the detailed studies. Also, there is usually considerable
variation In water compositions for samples taken during different times
of the year. Ten of the samples considered were taken during July or
August, three of the samples were taken during March and one each of the
smaples wat,-	 ; taken ducting January, February, April, May and September.
Fifteen cities obtained raw water from surface sources, two from wells
and one from a combination. Finished water from Pittsburglis Aspinwall
plant had an ay._irage yearly analysis reported -is well as the analysis of
the spot samplo, taken during March. The maximum and minimum analyses
of constituents taken during the same year were also reported.
Chemical analyses of the finished water supplies of the selected
eighteen U.S. cities are presented in Table XT	 Values shown here were
converted to ppm as GaCO 30 This permitted checking the total major anions
to cations balances and, at the same, time, obtain estimates of ion exchanger
loading rates. Two of the water supplies,for Houston and Lubbock,Texas, have
large portions or all of their raw water taken from wells and the analyses
vary -onsideiably between the contributing wells, and between wells and
surface source contributors. Therefore, results for these cities have
also been reported as ranges, Analyses for Pittsburgh are shown for
spot, average, maximum and minimum levels.
A summary and relative ran!<Ing of the anion contents of the
finished water supplies of the 18 cities is shown in Table X11 . Also
shown for comparison is the estimated PO 4 3 level estimated for water
obtained as recovered condensate. It can be seen that seven cities (or
about 1/3), primarily in the northeastern part of the 'U.S., have anion
contents lower than that estimated for recovered condensate. Total dis-
solved solids (TDS) contents, also included in Table XII , follow fairly
consistently with increasing anion content.
Water prices were obtained for most of the water supplies being
considered. These are shown in Table XTTI. Two different levels of use
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TABLE X
Representative U.S. Cities Selected for Different Ranges
Of Total Dissolved	 iSolids In Fin shed Public Waterj u 	 I— -- ---1--- .- 1	 - - 	 h R^t^ t.
TD8 Cone. %ango	 Selected Cities
	
0-100	 San Fraticisco, ("A
Boston, MA
Albany, NY
Now York, NY
	
101-250
	 Denver, CO
District of Colimbla
Miami, FL
Chicago, 11,
Detroit, Mf
Buffalo, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA
251-500 Los Angeles, CA
Kansas City, KS
Houston, TX
	
'-500	 Phoenix, AZ
San Diego, CA
Lubbock, TX
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TABLE XII
.Summary 'and Ranking of Public Water Su	 ips sby n (^tVContentA_t
Anion Content TDS
(ppm ' ' I 'q VaCo 
1
) (ITU^
1. Lubbock, TX (691-285)a (861-35O)a
San Diego, CA 500 666
3. Phoenix, AZ 479 563
4. Hol itston, TX OV2-275)a	 (87)b (456-310)a
5. Kansas City, KS 248 '311
6. Pittsburgh, PA 164	 (Avg.) 239
7. Los Angeles, CA 158 212
R. District of Columbla 158 204
9. Buffalo, NY 152 1,86
10. Chicago,	 TI. 140 1119
11. Detroit, MI 110 131
PO4' - 107 ppm as CaCO 3	recovered condensate
12. Philadelphia, PA 102 139
13. Miami, FL 90 110
14. Albany, NY 53 68
15. Denver, CO 45 39
16. New York, NY 26 41
17. Boston, MA 19 '31
18. San Francisco, CA 16 27
(I 29b
NOTES: a. only wells; b. only San Jacinto River.
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TABLE XIII
Water Prices	 1.178
Cost ($/5.0 M3City
1. Phoonix, Al 0.968 0.402
9 , Los Angeles, GA 1,457 0.731
3, San Diego, CA 0.793 0.793
4. San Franeisco, CA 0.836
5, Denver, CO 0.925 0.589
6. Distriot of Columbia 0.694 0.694
7. Miami, Fl, 0.635 0.635
8. Cliirago,	 IL 0,604 0.604
9. Kimsas City, KS 1.2285 0.766
10. Boston, DIA 0.317 0,317
11. Detroit, MI 0.736 0.736
12. Albany, NY
13, Buffalo, NY 0,934 0.314
14. New York, NY 0.926 0.926
15. Philadelphia, PA 0.738 0.450
16. Pittsburgh, PA 1.135 1.215
17. Houston, TX 1.159 1.123
18. Lubbock, TX 1.231 0.756
I- j
were selected, in carder to bracket the approximately 50 m 3 per month
required. The ( posts of water ranged from approximately $0.06 -. $0.28
per cubic meter for the 18 ritteR.
< atvr ProcessInk,, Costs
Ot'sts aassot-laatod with the delonilaatlon of water ore, as
aac}nt.ioned previously, the 11108t HigniffC ant in the ont,irv, pttril It;aarloaa
train. Those (`casts will vary aacc =ordini, to whother
1. The acs,-r awns and oporaat cis the total l on oxchanger,
including rvg nvrattican of columns.
2. The user owns the Ion i;xehaangv column! , , but the
are regeneratod l7y an (gut aide vondor.
3. An out. ide v(' ndor owns, maintains and regenoraates
all if'm t' ' kl:laag=' €":! t:.:aa;; x+ndrtl ••t 3s kii£' a to thoY!:( t
user (in as rental basis.
Where unskilled or semi-skilled personnel. are used to servic-e the OS/TES
unit, it 	 owned/vender regenor,atod (,olumn agreement or a vendor ownod/
vendor regenerated column agreement are considered the most roliabie
arrangements, `Pit(% complexities as a:aoolated with regeneration of the lon
exchanger t-olumn , cato essentially 011-mi t,ated. Operators need generally
only concern thomselves with roplaacvment of spent (columns with colimans
which have been extornaally regenerated b y as supplier, Also, the= handling
of concentrated acids and bases, air supply sources for resin mixint,,
water supply sources for washing resins and disposal of wastes from the
regeneration operations are eliminated.
Several suppliers of regeneration or rental services ror ion
exchange columns were contacted. To give the suppliers a specification,
it was assumed that the ion exchange train consisted of a cation bed-anion
bed-mixed bed, in series, that the fecid water contained an anion loading
of 171 ppm (as CaCO 3 ), and Chi:,, the (cation/anion bed combination dis-
charged to the mixed bed at 50,000 olam-cm, while the discharge from the
mixed bed was at 1 megohm-cam. Operating costs for the ion exchanging of
the ,feed water were estimated as f"oll.ows
i
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Cost/cubic meter
$ 0.015
$ 0.049
$ 5.28
$ 0.29(c)
Water TvDe Used With
Botha)
Bo th (b)
Both
Tap Water
Both
Both
	
Barnstead	 $0.048/Liter + Shipping costs
	
Millipore/Continental	 $0.045/Liter of columns
	
Culligan	 $0.0085/Liter
These values are approximate and will vary with the relative concentra-
tions of different ions In the water. The Culligan rental arrangement
was subsequently used, at a different anion loading, for additional cost
calculations. ir, order to compare costs for producing suitable quality
reformer-boiler feed water from recovered condensate and tap water, the
cost q of attendant processes and materials were estimated. It was assumed
that the concentrations of total exchangeable anions in both waters was
the same at 107 ppm as CaCO 3 . Several operations could not be costed
because of their dependence on system design and equipment configuration.
Since these operations were common to the processing of both types of
water and because of the dominance of the cost of ion exchanging, their
proportionate contributions were not considered significant. The
estimated costs were as follows:
Operation/Material
Chlorine Removal
Pre and Post Filtering
Ion Exchanging
Tap Water
Degasification
Pumping
(a) Used with recovered condensate for removal of organics; GAC changed
yearly.	 I
(b) Four cartridge changes per year.
(c) Public water costs ranged $0.063 - $0.29 /cubic meter
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SL't~iriARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Vie removal, of dissolved :solids by ion exchanging is the con-
trolling factor in the overall eosts for prat-essing the required quality
reformer — bo iler
 food water. Using ta li w ater instead of recov e red condonsaLo
o i;n add 1-5otl to this cost. tithe r processing costs are rMat ively small
and add vary little to the overall cost. Inn exchanging costs vary
diroctly with the concentrations of exchangeable isms. With Qg1tal. con-
centrations of exc.hango able inns, hosts for processing tap water and
recovered oonden.sate would lit, approximately the same. With a low phos-
phorle acid content in recovered c ondensao it,; discttssed ill sect ion 4.2
of this roport, the use condensate would be more economical than tap
water in kill but it few t-sties (such as New York or Boston) and, in those
cities, the cost differential would not be suffleient to jta:; #- fy a spoolarl
design. Public: water supply oomposiVions vary considerably with the time
of the year, The chemical analyses of the water f r.om, 18 of 100 largest
U.S. cities, mostly tall spat. Samples, showed that only one third of these
tiad lower total exchangeable anion concentrations than that of the rta-
covered condensate. `rhG'.rofore, tht, cost of processing t,ondtnisato will tao
more economical in the majoi ity of cities. Vie exceptions are cities in
the northeastern part. of :tit, U.S. Vie use o.f, tap water as a backup 6ourt`e
for producing a stiltable quality roformer-boiler feed water is a viable
alt ernate for emergency and short Germ operation.
The use of rental or vendor regeneration of user owned ion
exchange columns appears to'be the most desirable alternative for coping
with unskilled or semi-skilled equipment operators of water purification
equipment.
4.4.3 WiexAilc.illt^ry Systems Ue^vt^ lo n^ent
heat Exchang rs
Several meetings with shell and cube (American-Standard) and
formed plate (llarrison/G-M) exchanger vendors were held. Now that data
are available (Section 4.2 of this report) to permit completion of heat
exchanger performance specifications, both vendors have agreed to respond
54
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to .;llrh spc'rii`ioat ions with Hi: o and cost information which Will be ust'd
In tho t-oro-optual design of a prototype H/ll.:i unit. Both vendors are
c*c*ntidrnt or their ability to adapt standard, low cost designs for our
appl it at ion.
Au ong illoor Was ,lati { ^,nrd to 0011111 e t t' tilt' 11011or11141n00 : Poo I t I ca-
t Ions, and Our Purcha;1 in1, 11t'p.111111011t 11.18 assignod t o ut` of Lht'll . agents to
111,0V S." Votplosta for quo  at Ion, The c%changer pt, rt orma net' Spot . I r Icat Ion„
WI i I ho ia;lut'ci slur In1, tho noxt- quart t'r.
Cont ro l Sy' t. om
Start-up, silut-doW11, .1114 load Lra1 slont.1 art' pro8ontly being
anal ysed to Mint' the t'ontl'ols requ i red for the system shown In
Figure 7.	 Sequence lists will be prepared for each of tilt' conditions
boing addressed. Alt control functions will Zit' shown on the
VN I11.
The soclut'11rs.' list' and control I'unrtion der Wit Wn wiII lit•
c owplotod during; the nest quarter.
St t'aIII
AS shown on (bo P&ID (figure 7) ) n naLllral 1;as booster blower
it t'm t'1'^2) Will move reactant gases thro"gh the 0811ES system, A ,it i'alll
J& ojvotor, as used by UTC for moving natural gas, has proven to bt' more
difficult Lo design for VM S than we had anticipated, Pho Loehuloal
papor "Optimum Dosigll of 1. ,jt'ctoVS Using Digital. CompuLorst" L. A, 1lOVI*aLO
and A. l., Itoerl ( Chemical Engineers Progress Symposium Series #21,1999)
was obtained during this quarter. it presented a not of complicated
etluat 10n.; for the JOL aroa-c'ntrainmont ratios.
* 1 } 1't)t!VSS and IMStlUMOnL,ation Dii grattl
These are best, solved by c.omputor. However, tho program to do so is not
available to us, and the complexities of designing :I manuracturable
ejector suitable for start-up, low lead, rapid up-load transients, and
overload would require an effort beyond the untended scope of our prosent
work. During the next quarter, wo will propane a performaIlce. spec-ifit-a-
tion for the ejector, and submit it to the Penherthy Division of iloudaille
Industries, Inc. They "will design and produce the special ejectors
nooded" where standard units "are, not capable of mooting operating
requirements." The quotations wort s provided from the Penberthy rlodc'l
1-A ejector catalog provided to us, by M. S. Jacobs Tne-, the local
Pittsburgh representatives of Penberthy. During the coming quarver we
will develop information through Mr. Robert Ellis in P011bOrthy's 11011ua
office at ProphOLstown, Illinois.
14.7 Pro toCyse Conceptua l Des Ii
As shown in figure 7 , Section 4.2 of this report, a 120 kW
DC system design has been &,vvlopod. it includes two reformer reactors,
each sized for one half of the total duty. As indicated in Section IV,
Plans, of the Quarterly Report No. :3, in engineering specialist familiar
with high temperature gas cooled nuclear equipment design was assigned
to evaluate 60 'cW reformer reactor design concepts. lie has producckd I
concept in Westinghouse. Di,sctlosure No. AL 130-22. It incorporates a
modular concept that can use the diffusion burner design discussed in
Section 4.4 to burn spent fuel to provide heat to one side of a catalyst
containing passage. The other side of the passage is heated by reaction
products. The concept will be reviewed in October with appropriate ERC
engineers, and will be used to initiate a piping and structural
layout and stress analysis program with Westinghouse manufacturing
development engineers during the next quarter.
i
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rTASK 5: MANAt3E.MiNT Itl-Tl?WUNG AND DOCUMEN'TA'1'lt1N
5.1 Supervision and Coordination
Several meetings and :Informal disrusslons among members of (lie
NASA technical 111analjelnc'11t teatm and Wostinghouse and FMC personIlel were
li p.=ld during the National Vuel Cell Seminar. The meeLing.q do al t wl th the
need to prepare plans for future phases, coordination of the FRO 'Technology
Contract, the direction of the Fuel Conditioning Task, and the dosign,
fabrication and to,ting of fuel cell stacks for Oil ,; program.
A talk based on the System Study of Phase T was prosented, at
the National. Fuel Cell Seminar.
A vicet ins, to review the data tin early efforts  Lo produce cooling
plates for Stack ')59 and select the most at tractive. procedure for k-on^
tinuatlon of tllis of fort: was hold. rho procedures solveted produced flat
cooling plate halves which were succossfully assembled.
Since fabr ioatiun of Stack 559 was delayed by the cooling plate
problem, we decided to use the ERG proprietary matrix (Mat-1) instead of
Kynol. as ori ginally proposed.
Under their parallel technology program, ERC conceived and made
substantial prof roSs oil the heat treatment of bipolar plates. 101on It
became el..ar that there would be a time lapse before the contract for
t110 technology program continuation would be signed our NASA Project
Manager suggested Lhat experiments on heat treating of cooling plaids and
bipolar plates of the W--? configuration be carried out un'..r this con-
tract and this is being done. A meeting to review the status of and data
Sin heat treatment with NASA Project Manager was held and resulted in an
a1l,reement to heat trea t the bipolar plates, and end plates and cool.in
plates of Stacks 560 and 562.
Preliminary discussions of the technology to be used in and the
fabrication schedule for the first 8 W stack were held.
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Participants in the fuel conditioner and large scale stack
design Casks were informed of recent changes in fuel cell technology
(e.g. heat treated plates) and operational requirements For incorporat ion
In their work.
A meeting to ensure continued coordination of the Westinghouse
and ERC work on stack mechanics was held. A joint meriting among poople
working on this contract and an in-house Westinghouse technology program
was held to ensure that the work is coordinated.
An increase of $1,000,000 (from $1,551,000 to $2,551,000) in
funds allocated to this program was requested from and approved by the
NASA Contract Specialist.
5.2 Documentation and R^orin
Technical i:epprts
The Third Quarterly Report (April-June) and the July and August
monthlies were submitted for NASA approval. The Quarterly was distributed
when approval was received and the two monthlies will be distributed when
approval is rec.eivod. The April and May monthly were distributed during
this quarter wlien NASA approval was received.
Management Reports
The management reports (533M and 533P) for June, July and
August were prepared and distributed according to the contract require-
ments.
The financial plan for the fifth quarter (533Q) was prepared
and submitted.
5.3 Planning
After discussion with the NASA Project Manager, an I14R (inter
Works Requisition) to cover work on planning and continuation of this
program was issued to the Westinghouse AESD (Advanced Energy System
Division). This division has extensive experience in planning and
managing large complex programs and has the charter to implement
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commercialization of systems which are conceived and/or developed at
the R&D Center. Work under this IWR began in September and should be
completed by the end of calendar year 1980.
III. PROBLEMS
Assembly of Stacks 559 and 561 were delayed by the cooling
plate and acid feed problems discussed In Section IT. This in turn will
result in a "clogging" of the pipeline and a delay in the test plan,
The procedures defined ior producing the coolAng plates appear to have,
been successful and resolution of the acid feed problem was Imminent at
the end of this report period.
Assembly of Stack 560 and 562 will be delayed by the machining
problem discussed in Section 11. Machining of the needed plates was in
progress at the end of this report period.
The preparation of the burner test plan and procedure documents
required for the mandatory safety review delayed rig startup. Those
documents have been prepared and submitted to the site safety committee
(ard as this is being written in early October, the test rig has passed
its safety review).
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IV. PLANS
TASK 1: MiSIGN OF LARGE, CELL STACKS
An analysis of the distribution of the stack compression forves
bvtwarn the active cell area and theboundary or shim area using the,
recently acquired material data is underway. Available data on rite
offeeLs of :Mack comprossion or performance will be reviewed and
correlated with the model.
A review meeting among NASA, FRG and Westinghouse. members
of they pro,jeot team will be hv1d to finalize the dosign of Stack. 561.
The acrid feed schemo and the use of Beat treated plates will be
primary consideratlons.
The temperature profile data obtained cin St sic=k 559 will be
used to verify the Detailed Analytical Model,
TASK 2: STACK FABRICATTON
Methods for assembling heist treated coaling plates will he
investigated.
Components for Stacks 560, 561 and 562 will be fabricated and
the stacks will he assembled when procedures and designs have been
approved by the NASA Project Manager.
TASK 3t STACK TESTING
Immediately following pretesting Stack 559 will be installed
and tasted in + the OS/TES .simulation loop. The primary purpose of these
tests will be to obtain temperature profile data with the innovative
cooling plates under OS/IES operating conditions. This information will
verify and be used in fine tuning of the detailed analytical model.
Tents of Stack 425 in the OS/IES will be terminated and a
post test analyses performed to determine the cause of the anomolous
performance of the one cell..
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The 2 kW 'feast Facil ity
 
will he commissioned and a Wok
(possibly 425) will tic+ installed to permit a final c hevk out of the
system with an operating stack.
Construction of the S kW Test Facility will continue.
TASK. 4.	 t'UEL t'tsNDITltsNER tst:G^lst.ttfAtFl^'i'
rho analysis of the system performance and control requirements
will continue.
Reforming CatalynL Aging Tests and CO Shift Convertvr Catalyst
Tests will be initiat ed as summarised in Tables XIV and XV.
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PIAAY FOR ( '0 SHUTT CATAINST Hl S
Catalyst = UC C-18HC (Low Temperature ^J t Catalyst)
C
Weight	 0.5 to 1 .0g, pelleted and c.- urged
Diiution Ratio = 15 to 20
Tota l Flow :?ate = 300 E/hr
Total Space Velocity = ti300,000 hr-1
Dry Gas Composition = 0.8 H21 0.1 CO, 0.1 CO2
Steam/Gas (S/C) Ratio =0.4(2), 0.6 (3) , 0.'8(4), 1.0 (5) , 1.2(6)
Temperatures, °C=149, 177, 204, 232 and 260.
i
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TABLE XV
PLAN FOR RE,V0101ING (,ArAI,YS'r AMNG TEIST
Catalyst = Catalyst loo
Catalyst Bod - 2.5 x 3.7 om (volume = 19.11 cat')
5v	 (('	 - Ial 4	 1500	 111,
'remporaLuro - Tlmc Sequence	 400 lirs	 It 00000
400 lirs,	 It 700 °C
400 lirs at 500'(,
1400 lira;	 at (100'C,
.,team/Carbon Molo Ratio = 2.5
Ilydrogen/Carbon Mole Ratio = 0.1
I'low Plate
	
(:I14	 I12	 1122	 'I'o L a I	 s.v.,rotal
Litor/inin (gas Phasv)	 0.48:3	 0.048'3 	 1 .207	 1.738	 5600
gram/min	 0.345	 0.00432	 0.966	 1.315	 -
Thoor(AiCzll Volume Hydrogen Out = 0.931 £ pm
Equilibrium composition at 000°C for CIT 4
Wet Gas Mole Fraction = C.114
1I20
111)
co
cot
Conversion of 701'!'
0.061
	 I
0,282
0.518
0.059
0.080
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TASK 5 MiNNA(101 :NT AND DOCUMENTATION
5.1 Supervision and Coordination
Coordination of efforts among the task loaders and between YR(:
and Westinghouse will he continued,
Technical review meetings will be hold at the convenience of
the NASA Pro ]VOL Manager and presentations to and meetings with DOE
personnel will he scheduled as requested.
5.2 report iag and Documentation
The tank leaders' inputs to the Toohninal Status Reports will
be edited and the reports will be submitted to the y NASA Technical Manager
for patent approval. The management reports will also be prepared and
;submitted to the NASA Project Manager
This report will be distributed when approved by the NASA
Project Manager
5.3 planning
As described in Sec Lion 11, this work is being clone by the
Westinghouse Advanced Energy Systems Division and Is expected to be
essentially complete durInA the next quarter. As the plan evolves, it
will be roviewod with the NASA Project Manager,
!t
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